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 When the people outside saw such a situation, they ran into the house, arching their hands to 

congratulate Lin Mo. 

 

                The Xu family head, who had been Wang Xingyun's lapdog before, even ran faster than anyone 

else. 

 

                He was so full of fawning that he was almost kneeling in front of Lin Mo, constantly saying 

ingratiating words to him. 

 

                He had previously been a lapdog of the Wang family, and it had been Wang Xingyun who had 

sheltered him. 

 

                Now that Wang Xingyun was dead and the Wang family was finished, he had to hug Lin Mo's 

thighs. 

 

                Otherwise, his family would have to go down with him! 

 

                Lin Mo greeted those seven family lords, and his gaze finally fell on that Xu family lord. 

 

                "Xu family head, you really are a wallflower, falling on both sides." 

 

                "Just now, you were following Wang Xingyun and calling him a brother and shouting at me." 

 

                "Wang Xingyun has just died, and you immediately come running to treat me with such 

respect?" 

 

                "By doing this, are you doing justice to Wang Xingyun's spirit in heaven?" 

 

                Lin Mo said with a cold smile. 



 

                The other seven family masters also looked at the Xu Family Master playfully. 

 

                The Xu Family Master's face was ugly to the extreme as he said in a trembling voice, "Mr. Lin, I 

...... was also deceived and hoodwinked by that Wang Xingyun, which is why I made an enemy of you." 

 

                "I ...... have nothing to do with Wang Xingyun, actually ......" 

 

                "As you know, the Wang family is powerful, they forced me to do this, I ...... really had no 

choice." 

 

                "However, Mr. Lin, don't worry, in the future, I will absolutely work for you wholeheartedly, 

and I will never have any outside intentions!" 

 

                Lin Mo sneered, "Xu family head, you are at least a member of the top ten families in Guang 

Province." 

 

                "As the head of a family, it's surprising that you don't have a bit of autonomy." 

 

                "What's the point of living for someone like you?" 

 

                With that, Lin Mo suddenly reached out and directly clasped the Xu Family Head's neck. 

 

                The Xu Family Master tried his best to struggle, but he was no match for Lin Mo, and was 

choked by him, rolling his eyes. 

 

                The Xu family members next to him tried to rush over to rescue him, but they were surrounded 

by people from the Seven Great Clans. 

 

                A moment later, Lin Mo tossed the corpse of the Xu family head to the side and looked at the 

Xu family members again. 



 

                "What, want to take revenge for him?" 

 

                Lin Mo asked in a cold voice. 

 

                The Xu Clan's people looked at each other, and eventually all lowered their heads. 

 

                At this time, who would dare to continue to be an enemy of Lin Mo? Wouldn't that be seeking 

death? 

 

                Lin Mo glanced at them disdainfully, "A bunch of trash!" 

 

                "What qualification does a family like this have to stay in the Top Ten Families of Guang 

Province?" 

 

                "From now on, the Xu Family is no longer a member of the Top Ten Families of Guang 

Province!" 

 

                "Go back and tell your old man that if the Xu Family wants to remain in Guang Province, they 

must hand over half of their assets!" 

 

                "Otherwise, I don't mind exterminating the Xu Family along with it!" 

 

                The Xu family members were shivering with fear, not daring to say a word as they hurriedly 

slipped away. 

 

                Lin Mo dared to exterminate even a behemoth like the Wang Family, let alone the Xu Family. 

 

                The seven great lords were also all shocked at the sight of this scene. 

 



                Lin Mo, on the other hand, greeted them with a big smile and exchanged pleasantries with the 

seven great family lords. 

 

                The reason why Lin Mo wanted to kill the Xu family lord was actually for these seven great 

lords. 

 

                He wanted to let the seven lords know that those who cooperated with the Wang family would 

never end up well, so this was a way to make an example of them! 

 

                Furthermore, Lin Mo also knew that the seven great lords all had grievances against the Xu 

family head. 

 

                In the past, the Xu family lord was Wang Xingyun's lapdog, and he was so powerful that he used 

Wang Xingyun's name to flaunt his authority and call out to the other seven lords. 

 

                For so many years, the Seven Great Lords had long been discontented with the Xu family lord. 

 

                Only, due to Wang Xingyun's strength, no one dared to do anything to the Xu family lord! 

 

                This time, Lin Mo had killed the Xu Family Master in front of them, which was a way for the 

people to take out a bite of anger. 

 

                In this way, these seven family lords were also a little more grateful to Lin Mo. 
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 Lin Mo left the seven great family lords behind to discuss the next matter together. 

 

                This time, when the Wang family was destroyed, everything that the Wang family owned, 

someone would naturally have to take over. 

 

                There was also the question of how to divide up half of the Xu family's assets, which had to be 

handed over. 

 



                Lin Mo's proposal was simple: half of the Wang Family's assets would be given to the Poison 

Spider. The rest, the seven great clans would share equally! 

 

                As for the Xu Family's half of the assets, Lin Mo would have to take it personally! 

 

                When the seven great clan lords heard Lin Mo's distribution plan, they were all pleasantly 

surprised as well. 

 

                One had to know that none of them had originally thought that they would be able to get any 

benefits from it. 

 

                After all, the current them were not qualified to bargain with Lin Mo at all. 

 

                The Wang family had been exterminated by Lin Mo, and the assets of the Xu family had also 

been forced by Lin Mo to hand them over. 

 

                The seven great clans had basically done nothing. 

 

                Now, they were actually able to divide half of the Wang Family's assets, which was like a good 

thing falling from the sky. 

 

                The seven great clan lords were happy and thanked each other repeatedly, and were even 

more glad that they had made the right choice. 

 

                If they hadn't chosen to side with Lin Mo at that time, it might have been their assets that were 

being divided up now, and how could they have received such a benefit? 

 

                Let's not even talk about whether Lin Mo's Xu Pharmaceutical's medicine was real or not, just 

the assets that were divided up among the Wang family would have been enough for the seven clans to 

make a huge profit. 

 

                No matter how one looked at it, they had made the best decision this time! 



 

                After dealing with these matters, Lin Mo then discussed with them about the agency of this 

reconstructive pill. 

 

                Previously, Yuan De Wan Chong Shan and the others, had already obtained some agency rights 

from Lin Mo, but that was only for a short period of time. 

 

                Moreover, those agency rights only covered some provinces in China. 

 

                Next, Lin Mo was going to give all the agency rights to the seven great clans to take care of. 

 

                In this way, the interests of the Seven Families could be firmly tied to the Xu Pharmaceuticals 

and Lin Mo. 

 

                Only when their interests were tied together would these people be able to work for Lin Mo 

with all their hearts. 

 

                After some deliberation, in the end, the seven great clans reached an agreement, and this huge 

division of interests was finally achieved. 

 

                Of course, if the Seven Great Clans could make money, Lin Mo and Xu Pharmaceutical, would 

be able to make even more money. 

 

                The Seven Great Clans were just agents, just responsible for sales, and to put it bluntly, they 

were working for Lin Mo and for Xu's Pharmaceuticals. 

 

                However, as long as there was enough profit, the Seven Great Clans, did not care at all about 

what they did. 

 

                If they could earn so much money, even if they were working for Xu Pharmaceutical, it would 

be worth it! 

 



                When everything was arranged, it was already dark. 

 

                Lin Mo left first, leaving the aftermath to the Seven Great Clans to deal with. 

 

                Without the Wang family, the Seven Families were the most powerful forces in the provincial 

capital, so they could handle this small matter without any problem. 

 

                Lin Mo rushed straight to the clubhouse where the prince lived. The poisonous spider had 

helped a lot in this matter, and he wanted to thank the spider in person. 

 

                When the prince arrived at this clubhouse, he directly occupied the most luxurious private 

room on the top floor. 

 

                Lin Mo had been here twice before, so when he arrived, he took the lift directly to the private 

room on the top floor. 

 

                After entering the room, Lin Mo found that the Crown Prince and Li Tiezui were already sitting 

here. 

 

                He greeted the two and asked, "Crown Prince, where's Auntie?" 

 

                "Auntie was a great help in this matter, I want to say thank you to her personally." 

 

                Before the prince could say anything, a voice came from inside the house, "Who do you call 

auntie?" 

 

                Lin Mo looked up and saw a woman with an enchanting figure, slowly walking out of the inner 

room. 

 

                The woman had a deep scar on her face, but it did not affect her beauty in any way. 

 



                On her snow-white bare feet was tied a red rope with a worn brass bell on top. 

 

                This woman was no other than the poisonous spider who was so ravishingly beautiful in the sea 

city! 
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 It wasn't the first time Lin Mo had seen a poisonous spider. 

 

                However, the moment he saw her, Lin Mo still had a feeling of amazement. 

 

                Or, her beauty was on par with Xu Hanxia, with Song Zhilan, and with Barbara. 

 

                However, it was just that the kind of aura she had was enough to overwhelm everyone. 

 

                She just stood there quietly, but she carried an overbearing queenly aura of her own. 

 

                It was as if she was the queen who was in control of everything and everyone had to prostrate 

themselves at her feet! 

 

                After all, she was the Poison Spider of Hai Cheng, the unique Queen of Hai Cheng! 

 

                Lin Mo hurriedly arched his hand: "Sorry, I ...... am a brother to the Crown Prince, that's why I 

address you as Auntie ......" 

 

                The poisonous spider directly interrupted Lin Mo: "Shut up!" 

 

                "I don't care if you and the crown prince are brothers, you can't call me auntie!" 

 

                Saying that, Poison Spider walked up to Lin Mo, grabbed Lin Mo's collar and looked straight at 

him, "Because, maybe one day you'll fall in love with me, I have to leave you some chance, right?" 

 



                Lin Mo was speechless, this poisonous spider, her words were really unscrupulous. 

 

                The Crown Prince, on the other hand, had a calm face, as if he had already gotten used to it. 

 

                Lin Mo took a step back and said with an arch of his hand, "No matter what, I still have to thank 

you for this time." 

 

                "I've already asked someone to liquidate the Wang family's assets, when the time comes, I'll 

give you half of the Wang family's assets!" 

 

                The poisonous spider waved his hand, "These things, you can look after them yourself." 

 

                "If there's nothing else, I'll go back first, ah." 

 

                Lin Mo was surprised: "You only arrived in the provincial capital this morning, do you have to 

leave so soon?" 

 

                Poison Spider: "I've already taken care of the Wang family's affairs for you, and my mission has 

been completed." 

 

                "If you continue to stay here, you won't come to keep me company at night, do you want me to 

stay alone at night?" 

 

                Lin Mo was speechless, he couldn't answer that. 

 

                The poisonous spider, on the other hand, laughed as if he had succeeded in his molestation, 

and left in triumph. 

 

                The prince sent the poisonous spider away and immediately returned to the room, asking Lin 

Mo about the situation there. 

 



                When Lin Mo finished, the crown prince laughed directly with his palm, "Excellent." 

 

                "After this incident, these seven great clans should be completely dead to you." 

 

                "In that case, you will be like completely mastering Guang Province." 

 

                Lin Mo slowly nodded his head. 

 

                This time, destroying the Wang family and abolishing the Xu family was considered killing the 

chicken as an example to the monkeys. 

 

                He had also taken out a large amount of benefits and distributed them to these seven great 

clans, which was considered a favour. 

 

                With the combination of grace and power, the seven great clans were completely convinced. 

 

                The next step was how to improve their strength step by step! 

 

                Over the next few days, Lin Mo was busy dealing with the affairs in the provincial capital. 

 

                The destruction of the Wang family and the abolition of the Xu family was a big earthquake for 

the provincial city. 

 

                If Lin Mo hadn't personally sat here, I'm afraid that the Seven Great Clans alone would not have 

been able to deal with these matters. 

 

                But with Lin Mo personally staying in the provincial city and the assistance of the Crown Prince, 

these matters were easily dealt with. 

 

                Next, Lin Mo did another important thing, which was to re-define the ten great families of 

Guang Province. 



 

                Previously, Lin Mo had exterminated the Feng family, and the Ten Families became the Nine 

Families. 

 

                This time, Lin Mo exterminated the Wang family and abolished the Xu family. 

 

                Of the ten great families, there would be seven great families left. 

 

                Therefore, Lin Mo had to re-elect three families to make up for the ten great families. 

 

                And after this news was sent out, all those big families in Guang Province were immediately 

excited. 

 

                They had to know that being able to enter the Top Ten Families was not just an honour, it was 

an opportunity. 

 

                The Top Ten Families would be able to have more opportunities and the right to speak, and all 

of them would try their best to squeeze into the Top Ten Families. 

 

                Therefore, after this news was sent out, many big families jumped at the chance. 
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 7pm, Wanhe Hotel. 

 

                Lin Mo had just walked into the hotel when he saw Yang Yong, General Manager Yang, standing 

in the lobby from afar. 

 

                Yang Yong was followed by a group of people, led by an old man in his 70s or 80s. 

 

                The old man's spirit was scintillating and his hair was meticulously combed. 

 



                The others, all dressed in full formal attire, were all worth a lot of money at first glance. 

 

                This group of people all had a strong aura, and they came from a powerful family in the 

provincial city, the Tang family! 

 

                This Tang family, in the provincial city, was not of a low status. The Tang family's strength could 

definitely be ranked in the top ten in the province. 

 

                Only, because they had some grudges with the Wang Family in the past, they were suppressed 

by the Wang Family. 

 

                Therefore, the Tang Family had never been able to enter the ranks of the top ten families in 

Guang Province. 

 

                This time, when the Wang family was destroyed and Lin Mo wanted to make up the top ten 

families, the Tang family immediately saw hope. 

 

                The first thing they wanted to do was to approach Lin Mo to discuss this matter. 

 

                However, in Guang Province, there were not many people who really knew Lin Mo. 

 

                The other seven great families certainly knew Lin Mo, however, during this period of time, 

many people were looking for those seven great families. 

 

                The Tang family knew that it would probably not be too meaningful for them to go looking for 

Lin Mo through this method. 

 

                So, they took another route and found Yang Yong. 

 

                They were informed that Yang Yong knew Lin Mo well and that the pharmacy and staff quarters 

run by Lin Mo's father-in-law and mother-in-law were all provided by Yang Yong. 

 



                So, they approached Yang Yong and asked him to help them with the matchmaking. 

 

                Although Yang Yong had strong assets, he was only a businessman after all. 

 

                His strength is not even comparable to that of Ma Tiancheng, let alone that of a behemoth like 

the Tang family. 

 

                On any other day, the Tang family would not even have put Yang Yong in their sights. 

 

                But now, the Tang family's master personally came to Yang Yong's door, this is simply giving 

him face. 

 

                Yang Yong himself was also excited, but he also knew his own weight, he personally went out to 

invite Lin Mo, it is estimated that Lin Mo may not give him face. 

 

                Therefore, this Yang Yong was also resourceful, he detoured a little. 

 

                He spent more than three million dollars to buy a jade vessel and made a special trip to 

Guangyang City to give it to Xu Jiangong Fang Hui, saying that it was for them to suppress feng shui. 

 

                Not only that, Yang Yong also brought Li Lin with him. 

 

                When Xu Jiangong Fang Hui saw the jade, he couldn't stop smiling. 

 

                Fang Hui, who had taken extra care of Li Lin, an old villager, was naturally even more delighted. 

 

                Yang Yong then took the opportunity to talk about himself and wanted Xu Jiangong Fang Hui to 

ask for help and invite Lin Mo for a meal. 

 

                Xu Jiangong Fang Hui naturally agreed and called Lin Mo directly to discuss the matter. 



 

                When Lin Mo learned of these circumstances, he was also dumbfounded and laughed. 

 

                This Yang Yong really had that businessman's campy character in his work. 

 

                However, he did not refuse. 

 

                No matter what, his father-in-law and mother-in-law had asked for it, so he had to give face no 

matter what! 

 

                Moreover, the Tang family was indeed within Lin Mo's scope of investigation. 

 

                The Tang family's strength was good, and, as the Tang family's elder and the Tang family's head, 

their character was also acceptable, Lin Mo did have the intention to let them join the Ten Families. 

 

                So, there was this banquet tonight. 

 

                The main members of the Tang Family were now all standing in the hall, waiting respectfully, 

and all of them had some apprehension on their faces at the same time. 

 

                This banquet tonight was really too crucial for the Tang family! 

 

                Looking at the expressions of the people next to him, Yang Yong was secretly pleased with 

himself. 

 

                He knew that after this incident, his status in the provincial capital would be raised once again 

by a large margin! 

 

                "Elder Tang, you can rest assured." 

 



                "Mr. Lin has always kept his promises, since he has promised to come to the banquet, he 

definitely won't not come." 

 

                Yang Yong smilingly reassured. 

 

                The Tang family elder breathed a sigh of relief and smiled once again, "Elder brother Yang, 

thank you so much for this time!" 

 

                As Yang Yong spoke, his eyes were still looking straight at the direction of the hotel's front door. 

 

                Just at that moment, he saw Lin Mo walk in. 

 

                Yang Yong's face was instantly filled with joyful excitement as he came over at a trot and said 

with a sarcastic smile, "Mr. Lin, you're here." 
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 When they saw Lin Mo, the Tang family members were also full of excitement. 

 

                Lin Mo, however, had a calm face and greeted Yang Yong. 

 

                Yang Yong was even more delighted as he hurriedly introduced the Tang family members to Lin 

Mo. 

 

                After exchanging pleasantries, the group went upstairs to sit in a private room. 

 

                Although there were quite a few people from the Tang family, there were only three people 

who could eventually sit in this room. 

 

                One was Elder Tang, one was the Tang family head, and the other was Elder Tang's 

granddaughter, Tang Yuqing. 

 



                This Tang Yuqing was extremely beautiful and had a long-standing reputation in the provincial 

city, and many of the gentry were pursuing her. 

 

                Master Tang attaches special importance to Tang Yuqing and has extremely high requirements 

for her. 

 

                Tang Yuqing has been trained in various manners since she was a child, and the way she moves 

her hands and feet shows the aura of an upper-class celebrity. 

 

                Master Tang specially arranged for her to sit next to Lin Mo and pour tea and wine for him. 

 

                Tang Yuqing appeared to be well-behaved, but in fact, she had been quietly observing Lin Mo. 

 

                Honestly, before she met Lin Mo, Tang Yuqing's heart was still full of expectations. 

 

                During this period of time, she had heard people from her family mention Lin Mo's name 

countless times and had long been expecting this big shot who could dominate the province. 

 

                However, when she met Lin Mo, she was still very disappointed in her heart. 

 

                In her heart, she had always felt that Lin Mo should be like those male protagonists in the 

movies, handsome and dashing to the extreme. 

 

                However, the current Lin Mo looked ordinary, not the least bit special, not even as good as the 

sons of the family she had seen. 

 

                She really couldn't understand why the Tang family would treat such an ordinary man with such 

respect! 

 

                Lin Mo did not care about this woman, although Tang Yuqing was pretty, she was nowhere near 

as pretty as Xu Hanxia. 

 



                In Lin Mo's eyes, she was similar to a maid pouring tea, so how could she make Lin Mo care? 

 

                After three rounds of wine, Tang Lao took the opportunity to raise the matter of joining the Ten 

Families with Lin Mo. 

 

                The Tang family's posture was very low and they were very respectful to Lin Mo. Moreover, in 

their words, Tang Lao also clearly indicated that their Tang family was subservient to Lin Mo. 

 

                Therefore, Lin Mo did not refuse and agreed on the spot to allow the Tang Family to join the 

Ten Great Families. 

 

                Upon receiving this affirmative reply, Tang Lao and the Tang family head could not help but be 

extremely excited and thanked Lin Mo one after another. 

 

                As for Tang Yuqing, she felt that her father and grandfather had made a bit of a fuss. 

 

                In her opinion, the Tang Family had every strength to enter the Top Ten Families. 

 

                Previously, because of the feud with the Wang family, the Tang family had not been able to 

enter the top ten families. 

 

                Now that the Wang family was all gone, it was not difficult at all for the Tang family to enter the 

top ten families. 

 

                Therefore, she felt that there was absolutely no need for her father and grandfather to curry 

favour with Lin Mo in this way. 

 

                Moreover, after observing Lin Mo for such a long time and finding that there was nothing 

special about him at all, she felt that Lin Mo was even more vain. 

 

                In her heart, she was actually somewhat scornful of Lin Mo. 

 



                She felt that the reason why Lin Mo was able to destroy the Wang family was because of the 

help of the Crown Prince of Hai Cheng. 

 

                Relying on Lin Mo alone, how could he have the strength to do that? 

 

                She even felt that Lin Mo was just a puppet put out by the Crown Prince of Sea City, not worthy 

of such attention from the Tang Family at all! 

 

                However, neither Tang Lao nor the Tang Family Master, could see what Tang Yuqing was 

thinking. 

 

                The Tang family head gave Lin Mo a toast and took advantage of his wine to smile, "Mr. Lin, I 

heard that your pharmacy, recently, is recruiting people?" 

 

                "My little daughter is quite accomplished in medicine, too." 

 

                "Why don't you let my daughter go to your shop and help out a little bit first, to experience the 

experience?" 

 

                Chief Yang smiled, he knew that the Tang family head was trying to take advantage of the 

opportunity to draw closer to Lin Mo. 

 

                If Tang Yuqing went to Lin Mo's pharmacy, then she would be one of their own in the future, 

and the relationship between the Tang family and Lin Mo would be able to get one step closer. 

 

                Hearing these words, Tang Yuqing's face immediately changed and she said urgently, "No!" 
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 Several people were waiting for Lin Mo's answer, and no one expected that Tang Yuqing would be the 

first to object. 

 

                Old Tang and the Tang family head's faces changed at the same time, and both of them looked 

at Tang Yuqing in unison. 



 

                "Yuqing, what did you say?" 

 

                The Tang family head was furious, if it wasn't for the fact that Lin Mo was here, he would have 

only been furious on the spot. 

 

                Tang Yuqing was extremely annoyed in her heart. 

 

                She was the Tang family's eldest young lady, a senior student of medicine. 

 

                With a status like hers, after she got out, she could at least join the family company as a vice 

president or something. 

 

                Now, her father was proposing to let her work in Lin Mo's pharmacy, wasn't this making her 

look bad? 

 

                But Tang Yuqing didn't dare to disobey her father and said in a low voice, "Dad, I ...... haven't 

graduated yet ......" 

 

                "I still plan to further my studies for a few more years, for the time being ...... I don't plan to 

come out to work for the time being ......" 

 

                The Tang family head said indignantly, "Further training in what?" 

 

                "If Mr. Lin can let you go to his pharmacy, this is your blessing." 

 

                "Where are you qualified to speak here?" 

 

                Tang Yuqing was annoyed to the core, gritting her teeth and not speaking, her heart becoming 

even more discontented with Lin Mo. 

 



                The Tang family head looked at Lin Mo with a smile, "Mr. Lin, my little daughter doesn't 

understand things, you shouldn't be normal with her." 

 

                "All these years, it's also because we have spoiled her." 

 

                "Why don't we let her go to your pharmacy and you help us discipline her?" 

 

                Lin Mo gave Tang Yuqing a deep look and said softly, "Miss Tang wants to study and learn, this 

is quite a rare thing." 

 

                "Master of the Tang Family, why do you need to force others to do so?" 

 

                The Tang Family Head still wanted to speak, but was stopped by Elder Tang with a look. 

 

                Tang Lao knew very well that Lin Mo had already considered it a refusal by saying the words to 

this extent. 

 

                If the Tang family head continued to speak again, he would only be asking for trouble. 

 

                Next to him, Yang Yong glanced at Tang Yuqing with disdain. 

 

                This Yang Yong was so discerning that he could naturally see what Tang Yuqing had in mind. 

 

                He knew that Tang Yuqing's so-called pursuit of education was a complete excuse, she just 

couldn't see the job at Lin Mo's pharmacy. 

 

                Yang Yong laughed in his heart, this Tang Yuqing had really missed out on a great opportunity! 

 

                At the end of the banquet, the Tang family sent Lin Mo and Yang Yong away. 

 



                After that, the Tang family members returned to their rooms. 

 

                Tang Yuqing had just entered and stretched straight out, saying with an impatient face, "Dad, 

can I not be involved in things like this in the future?" 

 

                "I hate this kind of scene of socialising!" 

 

                "I don't even know this person, what do you want me to sit here for?" 

 

                When the Tang family head saw her like this, he was furious and raised his hand to fling a slap 

over, "Shut up!" 

 

                "You want to piss me off!" 

 

                Tang Yuqing hurriedly dodged away with a frightened look on her face, "Dad, you ...... what are 

you doing?" 

 

                Ever since she was little, she had been especially spoiled in the family, the Tang family head had 

never hit her before! 

 

                The Tang family head was full of anger: "What am I doing?" 

 

                "I'll beat you to death today, you unfilial daughter!" 

 

                Tang Yuqing was so frightened that she backed up, but luckily, at that moment, Tang Lao 

walked in. 

 

                Tang Yuqing hastily hid behind Old Man Tang: "Grandpa, look at my father, I spoke to him for a 

good reason and he ...... he wants to hit me ......" 

 

                "You control him, why is he so unreasonable?" 



 

                Tang Lao waved his hand and told the Tang family head to go back and sit down. 

 

                He looked at Tang Yuqing and sighed despondently, slowly shaking his head. 

 

                "Forget it, forget it." 

 

                "We've done our best, as parents, you've done what you should have done." 

 

                "She can't grasp it herself, that's her own shallow fortune, no one else is to blame!" 

 

                Elder Tang said softly. 

 

                The Tang family head also sighed ruefully, slowly shook his head and sat down next to him. 

 

                Tang Yuqing, on the other hand, was full of indignation, "Grandpa, what are you talking about?" 

 

                "What am I blessed with a shallow fortune?" 

 

                "What have I done, you ...... how can you say that about me?" 
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 Tang Lao glanced at her and said softly, "Your father just had the cheek to go to all that trouble to beg 

Mr. Lin to take you in and let you work at the pharmacy." 

 

                "Mr. Lin was all set to say yes, but as a result, you flatly refused." 

 

                "Would you say that you are not blessed with a shallow fortune?" 

 

                Tang Yuqing was full of resignation, "Grandpa, what kind of blessing is this ......?" 



 

                "I'm at least the first lady of our Tang family, right, and I'm going to work at his pharmacy? 

What am I going to do?" 

 

                "Even if I were to become the chairman of his pharmacy, it would be too much to ask!" 

 

                "If I were to become an ordinary employee, wouldn't that be a disgrace to our Tang family?" 

 

                The Tang family head was furious, "What the hell do you know!" 

 

                "You think you can go to that pharmacy just because you want to?" 

 

                "Do you know how many big families in Guangdong Province want to put their sons and 

daughters to work in that pharmacy?" 

 

                "Do you ...... still feel ashamed?" 

 

                Tang Yuqing looked unconvinced, "Dad, who are you fooling?" 

 

                "I just don't believe it, which son of a big family would be willing to work in a pharmacy?" 

 

                "I know, you guys think this Lin Mo is capable and want to flatter him, don't you?" 

 

                "But do you know that the Wang family was wiped out by the Poison Spider, and it was the 

Prince of Hai Cheng himself who did it, what does this have to do with him, Lin Mo?" 

 

                "The way I see it, he's just a puppet introduced by the Crown Prince of Sea City, do you guys 

have to be so afraid of him?" 

 

                Hearing these words, both the Tang family head and Tang Lao's face changed. 



 

                Both of them stood up at the same time, and the Tang family head angrily scolded, "Shut up!" 

 

                Tang Lao's face was even colder as he said in a deep voice, "Yu Qing, who told you these 

words?" 

 

                Tang Yuqing's face turned miserable white, she didn't expect that even her grandfather, who 

had always doted on her the most, would be cold-faced. 

 

                She said in a trembling voice, "No ...... no one told me ......" 

 

                "But ...... but that would have been the truth!" 

 

                "Everyone knows that the Wang family was wiped out by the poisonous spiders." 

 

                "This ...... this Lin Mo, what did he do ah?" 

 

                Tang Lao glared deeply at her and said in a deep voice, "From today onwards, never say such 

things again!" 

 

                "I don't care what exactly you're doing out there, or how you really are!" 

 

                "Anyway, you remember that for me." 

 

                "Within this Canton Province, you can mess with anyone, but you can't mess with Lin Mo, or his 

family and friends!" 

 

                "Otherwise, get the hell out of the Tang family, and I'll pretend I don't have you as a 

granddaughter!" 

 



                Tang Yuqing's face was full of shock, she didn't expect that her casual words would cause her 

grandfather to lose his temper so much. 

 

                Even the words of expulsion from the family could be uttered, which showed how angry Tang 

Lao really was! 

 

                She was so frightened that she didn't dare to say a word. 

 

                Tang Lao got up and slowly walked away, not even looking at her again from the beginning. 

 

                The Tang family head walked behind, he gave Tang Yuqing a look and sighed, "Yuqing, it's all 

because I've spoiled you." 

 

                "Had I known this, I shouldn't have let you come tonight." 

 

                "Thanks to that, I begged the old man for days to bring you to the banquet." 

 

                "To end up with this result, hey!" 

 

                Tang Yuqing was a little resigned, "Dad, I ...... what exactly did I do wrong?" 

 

                "I didn't want to come to this kind of banquet either." 

 

                "You guys were the ones who had to bring me here, can you blame me for that?" 

 

                "Besides, you asked me to work in his pharmacy, did you discuss it with me?" 

 

                "I'm at least a senior medical student, am I ashamed of myself for going to work in a 

pharmacy?" 

 



                "Where the hell is my Miss Tang Family's face going to be?" 

 

                The Tang family head said with hatred, "Face?" 

 

                "If you really go to Mr. Lin's pharmacy, in the future, you'll only be considered to have face in 

Guang Province!" 

 

                "It's just a pity that such a good opportunity, the opportunity I gave up this old face to help you 

beg for, is just wasted by you, hey!" 
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 Tang Yuqing looked unconvinced, "This is an opportunity?" 

 

                "Whoever thinks this is a good chance, you let them go." 

 

                "Anyway, I'm definitely not going!" 

 

                The Tang Family Head was so angry that he rolled his eyes, and in the end, he could only waved 

his hand helplessly. 

 

                "That's just it." 

 

                "Suit yourself!" 

 

                "I don't care about you that much, do what you want!" 

 

                "Anyway, you remember what your grandfather said." 

 

                "No matter what you do, don't mess with Mr. Lin, or his family and friends." 

 

                "Otherwise, I'll be the first to let you off!" 



 

                After saying that, the Tang family head left in a huff. 

 

                Tang Yuqing was full of defiance and also went downstairs with a huff. 

 

                Getting into the limited edition Lamborghini, Tang Yuqing sped all the way to Lan Kwai Fong. 

 

                This was a place she had to come to every day. As the highest-end nightclub in the provincial 

city, it brought together the dudes from all the big families every night. 

 

                As usual, Tang Yuqing wanted to rush her car straight to the entrance of Lan Kwai Fong and 

then ask the parking boys here to park it for her. 

 

                As the eldest Miss of the Tang family, Tang Yuqing was one of the top fops in Guangdong 

Province, and she still had a lot of respect in this Lan Kwai Fong. 

 

                However, the situation today was completely out of her expectation. 

 

                When her car was still more than 300 metres away from Lan Kwai Fong, it was stopped by 

someone. 

 

                When she fixed her eyes, the person who stopped her was also the security guard of this Lan 

Kwai Fong. 

 

                Even the owner of Lan Kwai Fong had to respectfully call her "Miss" when she saw her. 

 

                How could this little security guard stop her? 

 

                Tang Yuqing lowered the car window and said angrily to the security guard, "What are you 

doing?" 

 



                "Can't you see it's my car?" 

 

                The security guard naturally knew Tang Yuqing, and he hurriedly walked over with a smile, 

"Miss Tang, I'm really sorry." 

 

                "The road is closed in front, the boss has instructed that all vehicles coming over, cannot drive 

in." 

 

                "Why don't you get off here and I'll park the car for you?" 

 

                Tang Yuqing was annoyed: "What do you mean all cars can't drive in?" 

 

                "Do you mean that not even my car, Tang Yuqing's, can be driven in?" 

 

                The security guard looked embarrassed, "Miss Tang, I'm really sorry." 

 

                "Everyone's car, no one can drive in!" 

 

                Tang Yuqing was furious: "Say that again!" 

 

                "How dare you stop me Tang Yuqing?" 

 

                "Go and ask your boss, does he dare to stop me!?" 

 

                The security guard's expression was a little panicked, but his attitude was still firm: "Miss Tang, 

I'm really sorry, all cars are not allowed in, this is what the boss personally ordered!" 

 

                "You don't want to make things difficult for me!" 

 



                Tang Yuqing had never been treated like this before, she couldn't help but be furious, "I'm 

making it difficult for you?" 

 

                "You're simply slapping me in the face!" 

 

                "Go, ask your boss to come over, I'll ask him personally, who gave him the guts to stop my Tang 

Yuqing's car?" 

 

                The guard was a little hesitant, and just then, the head of security came over behind him. 

 

                "What's wrong?" 

 

                The security captain asked. 

 

                As soon as Tang Yuqing saw this captain, she immediately came to life: "You came just in time!" 

 

                "Come, come, come, explain to me, how on earth do you discipline these men of yours?" 

 

                "How dare you even stop my car?" 

 

                "What, you don't know me, Tang Yuqing?" 

 

                When the security chief saw Tang Yuqing, he hurriedly smiled, "Oh, so it's Miss Tang, I'm really 

sorry." 

 

                "Miss Tang, it's like this, the shop is entertaining some distinguished guests tonight, your car, it 

really can't be driven in." 

 

                "How about I personally park your car for you?" 

 



                Tang Yuqing was furious, it wasn't even a question of who would park her car for her! 

 

                She couldn't drive the car in now, this was a loss of face, how could she stand this kind of 

anger? 

 

                "Get lost!" 

 

                Tang Yuqing scolded angrily, fiercely starting the vehicle, ready to charge straight in. 
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 That security chief was also responsive enough, he quickly rushed over and directly grabbed Tang 

Yuqing's steering wheel. 

 

                Immediately after, two cars rushed over next to him, blocking the road in front of him. 

 

                In this way, if Tang Yuqing wanted to rush over, she had to crash into these two cars. 

 

                Tang Yuqing was shocked and even more furious. 

 

                She jumped down from the car and slapped the security chief in the face, "You want to die!" 

 

                The security chief's face was embarrassed to the extreme, but looking at Tang Yuqing, he finally 

swallowed his anger. 

 

                "Miss Tang, I'm really sorry, your car tonight, you really can't drive it in." 

 

                "I'm not taking this personally, it's really ...... just that tonight's guest is too important." 

 

                "Not only yours, look over there, even the cars of those young masters and young ladies from 

the seven big families, they couldn't drive in either." 

 



                "I beg you to be noble and not make it difficult for me!" 

 

                The security captain said respectfully. 

 

                Tang Yuqing's brow furrowed as she looked to the side. 

 

                Sure enough, a dozen familiar cars were parked not far away. 

 

                As a senior fop in the provincial city, Tang Yuqing was most familiar with those fops in the 

provincial city. 

 

                These cars, all extremely expensive limited editions, were the cars of the top fops in the city. 

 

                The status of any one of them was not lower than her, Tang Yuqing. 

 

                And now, even these people couldn't even drive their cars in! 

 

                Tang Yuqing drew a breath of cold air, she finally understood why these security guards had to 

stop her. 

 

                Or maybe, the status of that guest inside was really prestigious! 

 

                She didn't dare to make any more fuss and threw the keys to the security guard next to her, 

"Okay, then you park my car." 

 

                The security guard hurriedly ran over and helped Tang Yuqing park her car. 

 

                Tang Yuqing approached the security captain and whispered, "The guest inside, who is it?" 

 

                The security captain looked embarrassed, "Miss Tang, I really don't know." 



 

                "I just came to work today and the boss came in." 

 

                "He didn't say anything to me, he just told me to close the road." 

 

                "The rest of it, I really don't know what's going on." 

 

                Tang Yuqing frowned slightly, the more mysterious the identity of the person, the more 

terrifying it was! 

 

                She didn't dare to say anything more, she could only walk towards Lan Kwai Fong, she really 

wanted to meet these big shots. 

 

                When she arrived at the entrance side of Lan Kwai Fong, Tang Yuqing found that there was a 

long queue at the entrance. 

 

                Such a situation was very common in the past, and this kind of nightclub was not something 

you could get into just because you wanted to. 

 

                Unless you were a valued customer, you would have to queue up to enter. 

 

                Tang Yuqing originally planned to go straight in, but she saw a few familiar faces in that queue. 

 

                A few of them were famous fops from this side of the province, and three of them were even 

the young masters and young ladies of the ten largest families in the province. 

 

                Tang Yuqing's heart thudded, even they were in the queue here, so she probably wouldn't want 

to get in. 

 

                Fortunately, she saw a few girlfriends standing over here, so she hurriedly ran over. 

 



                These girlfriends were all heirs of some of the biggest families in the province, and were 

absolute celebrities in the city. 

 

                A few girls greeted each other and one of them laughed, "Yu Qing, what are you doing at 

home? What time is it and you've only just come over?" 

 

                "Aren't you afraid you'll be late?" 

 

                Speaking of it, Tang Yuqing was filled with displeasure. 

 

                She waved her hand indignantly and said with a chilly face, "Hey, don't mention it." 

 

                "I've been locked up at home by my dad all day today, and I'm dying of worry." 

 

                "I wanted to run away a long time ago, but they wouldn't let me." 

 

                "In the evening, they even forced me to go to a banquet and asked me to help entertain a 

guest." 

 

                The other girl immediately laughed, "What kind of guest do you have to entertain that you, the 

Miss Tang family, have to come out personally?" 

 

                "It's not like your family is looking for a blind date for you, is it?" 

 

                "What's up, which young master is it, is he handsome?" 

 

                "Is he good enough for our Miss Tang family?" 
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 The other girls immediately burst into laughter. 

 



                Hearing this, Tang Yuqing was immediately bored: "What kind of bullshit blind date is that? It's 

just an extremely ordinary looking guy." 

 

                "But he also thinks highly of himself and has an arrogant look on his face, I get angry just 

looking at him." 

 

                "Forget it, the more we talk about it, the angrier we get." 

 

                As she said that, she swept her gaze over her girlfriends and suddenly noticed that they were 

wearing extraordinarily beautiful make-up today. 

 

                "Wow, you guys are too exaggerated, right?" 

 

                "How did you do this make-up? How did you do it so well?" 

 

                "Did you get a special make-up artist to help you guys dress up?" 

 

                "What for? You're going to chase away all the handsome guys from Lan Kwai Fong?" 

 

                Tang Yuqing said in surprise. 

 

                Several girlfriends looked at her and all laughed. 

 

                One of them, Wu Lan, who was closer to Tang Yuqing, said proudly, "That's not true. We asked 

Xiao Yue's cousin to do the styling for us!" 

 

                Tang Yuqing's eyes widened, "Xiaoyue's cousin?" 

 

                "Isn't it the international make-up artist who specialises in make-up for top stars?" 

 



                "You guys ...... are out of your minds, huh?" 

 

                "It's just coming to a nightclub to have fun, is there a need to make such a fuss?" 

 

                Several girls glanced at each other and laughed again. 

 

                Wu Lan pulled Tang Yuqing to the side: "Aiyo my Miss Tang, do you really don't know, or do you 

fake not knowing?" 

 

                "Do you know, tonight, who will come to Lan Kwai Fong?" 

 

                Tang Yuqing shook her head blankly, she had been at home all day today, busy with the evening 

banquet. 

 

                She really didn't know what was going on outside! 

 

                At the same time, she was even more upset with Lin Mo in her heart. 

 

                At the same time, she was even more upset with Lin Mo. Such a big event had happened at Lan 

Kwai Fong, and she didn't know anything because she was hosting Lin Mo. 

 

                If she had known that a big shot was coming over here, she would have gone and done a good 

job of styling herself to make a good impression in front of this big shot, no matter what! 

 

                "Who exactly is coming?" 

 

                Tang Yuqing asked with some anticipation. 

 

                Wu Lan smiled mysteriously and whispered, "I'll tell you, there are two big shots who are 

coming here tonight." 



 

                "One of them, which you must have heard of, is the Crown Prince of Hai Cheng!" 

 

                Tang Yuqing's eyes immediately widened. 

 

                The name of the Prince of Hai Cheng, she had not only heard of it, it was like a thunderclap! 

 

                This was the figure that all the fops in the six southern provinces admired and feared the most. 

 

                This almost perverted Crown Prince of Hai Cheng was enough to make all the dudes in the 

southern six provinces unable to lift their heads. 

 

                Everywhere he went, those rich girls wanted to meet this big dude with a long-standing 

reputation. 

 

                If they could make the acquaintance of such a big shot, their status would be raised by a huge 

margin. 

 

                Looking at the provincial fops standing outside waiting anxiously, Tang Yuqing was even more 

annoyed in her heart. 

 

                If she had known that the Prince of Hai Cheng was coming to Lan Kwai Fong, she should have 

gone to dress up a bit. 

 

                She couldn't tell how angry she was at receiving Lin Mo and delaying the event. 

 

                After cursing Lin Mo in her heart, Tang Yuqing continued, "You just said two big shots, there's 

another one, who is it?" 

 

                Wu Lan smiled, "The other one, of course, is the one who has recently risen to prominence in 

our province!" 



 

                Tang Yuqing didn't respond for a moment, "The Venerable of Guang Province?" 

 

                Wu Lan: "It's Lin Mo, the one from Guangyang City!" 

 

                Tang Yuqing's eyes widened, "He ...... is considered a big shot?" 

 

                Wu Lan glared at her, "What are you talking about?" 

 

                "Mr. Lin isn't considered a big shot, is he?" 

 

                "Destroying the Feng family, the Wang family, scrapping the Xu family, the top ten families 

were crushed by him." 

 

                "The pride of Guang Province, those seven great clans are now all subservient at his feet." 

 

                "No one can be his enemy within Guang Province, do you think he's not a big shot? 

 


